PRODUCT DATA DRAWING

COMPONENTS:

CONNECTORS: SMPS FEMALE (3821-40029)
              2.92mm MALE (SF1511-60069)

CABLE: FLEXIBLE .047 CABLE (200-70-479)

SHRINK TUBING: M23053/5

PERFORMANCE:

IMPEDANCE: 50 OHMS
FREQ. RANGE: DC TO 40.0 GHz.

OAL ± .250
SEE TABLE

SV P/N OAL
7038-0600 12.000*
7038-0601 6.000*

SV MICROV®
7038-0600-0601
www.svmicrowave.com
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DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES
TOLERANCES:
FRACTIONAL: 1/64 ANGULAR: 1°
DECIMAL: .030 ANGULAR: .1°

MATERIAL: B
FINISH: N/A
SURFACE AREA: N/A
PROPRIETARY
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